An environment for exceptionally fast design of FIR and IIR filter design by pushbutton and easy drag� and-drop manipulations is described. 
INTRODUCTION
nsp Learners gain a lot from quick hand calculations of a digital filter's coefficients carried out in front of their own eyes, especially if there is imm ediate, painless visual display of the resulting gain and z·plane pole-zero pattern which are subsequently pondered and discussed in real time. But the fascination quickly wears thin iflengthy, tedious calculations have to be endured, or even if tortuous syntax typing of design commands has to be passively witnessed in a classroom situation. What is needed is a snappy, high dazzle-factor way of involving tbe audience in a few readily-followed design 
SPECIMEN DESIGN FLOW
This environment makes even design of demanding complex-coefficient FIR and IIR filters a breezy and enjoyable affair. A typical problem will illustrate the procedure. In Figure 1 , a piecewise linear gain target (the red ''target profi le") has been auto-drawn by typing in just 10 vertices of straight lines. And we have our group delay compensated close to flatness -a thoroughly satisfactory outcome:
Early work on Balanced Model Reduction [2] showed it to be a powerful way of achieving linear phase in IIR filters. at least over passbands. This has also been powerfully evident in the designs the Brandenstein Unbehauen algorithm delivers. A simple example can be taken: a 51-coefficient FIR complex bandpass prototype obtained in MATLAB by invoking cremez and subsequently imported into Sketch-a-Filt; it is shown as the gray Guest filter in Figure 6 , along with an Order 10 Brandenstein-Unbehauen approximant (in green). It is clear that -though equirriple behaviour has been sacrificed -the stopband error structure (except for two small bulges right at the passband edges) resides comfortably below that of the prototype, making the approximation very good indeed.
Pushing Sketch-awFUl's "See" button for the filter in green we are able to view most of the important "filter credentials". This bas been captured in Figure 7 . The noteworthy thing is that the passband phase for this IIR filter is breathtakingly linear! Fig. 7 Credentials of the 10th Order IIR Approximant to the FIR of Figure 6 4. THE ATTRACTIONS OF MINIMUM
PHASE PROTOTYPES
It has been observed before that the gratifying linear-phase approximation power we see for
Brandenstein-Unbehauen-type designs become even more spectacular when minimum-phase FIRs are targeted [2J [4] . This is borne out by a slight change to the previous design. We simply press the MIP (for MlnimmnPhase) button and again approximate the "MIPized" Guest, getting a successful approximation with a Brandenstein
Unbehauen filter of only Order 6! 
REMARKS
We have several tales of successful "serious" filter designs that have been done for researchers, quite apart from numerous in-class design occasions -all of which have evoked enthusiastic comments, especially when desirable transfer function features have been cloned and morphed or outlandish gain/phase hybrids have been "surgically joined". Some have been heard to say: "Why didn't somebody tell us that filter design was this easy?"
